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Please Circulate this free forecast to Copenhagen summit delegates and media…
WeatherAction releases free long range forecast for Copenhagen Climate Summit
7th-18th Dec 2009 & warns:

Climate summit to be hit by blustery deluges, probably turning to
snow or blizzards and icy blasts in the region at times - especially
heavy when President Obama visits Denmark & Norway 8-10th.
Piers Corbyn astrophysicist of WeatherAction.com long range forecasters announced on 17 Nov at
Weather Action’s monthly Press conference: “We are giving our WeatherAction.com forecast for the
Denmark /Copenhagen /SW Sweden & S Norway region during the summit period free to attendees and
the public to enable them to better prepare for blustery rain, snow and cold or icy blasts which we are 85%
confident will dog the region for most of the summit. The blustery or wintry blasts are caused by
predictable solar activity effects and are nothing to do with CO2.
We are 85% confident that the Copenhagen Climate Summit period will be hit by embarrassing disruptive
blustery sometimes snowy deluges and icy blasts in parts of the region; and 99% confident that President
Obama and the conference leaders will put the politically driven falsities of Climate Change hype and
cover-up of the facts before scientific evidence and the well-being of humanity.
This forecast is part of our detailed December forecast for Europe produced mid-November and unchanged since:
6th-10th Dec. is a Red Weather Warning period of DISRUPTIVE weather (Solar Weather Impact
Period, SWIP) especially 6/7th & 9-10th of Heavy blustery rain or sleet turning to snow or blizzards
with bitter winds at times in parts of the region - likely to hit worst around President Obama’s visit to
Denmark & Norway (8th -10th).
11th-13th Dec will be mostly cold but less windy with lower precipitation and be foggy & misty at times.
14th-16/17th Dec will have more snow showers which will turn heavy with biting cold winds.
Around 17/18th is likely to have snow flurries & stay cold near summit end.
Denmark / Copenhagen weather is expected to turn milder in the days just after the summit end.
The Major SWIP 6-10th will cause simultaneous extreme events across the world; we will announce further.
Piers said “This forecast is created for the summit using exclusively solar-magnetic activity and Lunar and other
modulation factors and nothing whatsoever to do with CO2. However this fact will not prevent the world leaders of
the new Climate Change Religion claiming this disruptive weather is somehow evidence of Climate Change caused
by CO2. It is important the public know that such claims have no scientific basis or evidential support and simply
follow on their other fictitious claims and
shameful falsification of data by its official
guardians who are bent on hiding the general
world cooling which has now set in.
The Global Warmers’ own ‘theory’ claims that
extra extreme events should be driven by extra
warming. The world has been cooling for 7
years so any claim of Warming causing this
wintry blast or any extreme is a doubly absurd.
There is in fact no evidence that CO2 has any
effect on world temperatures or climate and
there has been no increase in extreme events or
any rates of change of glacier-length, sea level
or the extent of polar ice or any meteorological
parameter corresponding to the extra CO2 of the
industrial age - See:
http://www.weatheraction.com/displayarticle.asp?a=74&c=1 and
http://www.weatheraction.com/displayarticle.asp?a=103&c=1

3 million were made homeless & power outages disrupted China as
EARLY snow - the heaviest in 50yrs - struck in WeatherAction’s
predicted World-wide SWIPs 11-13th & TOP SWIP 17-19th Nov 2009

“CO2 climate theory has no forecasting power whereas WeatherAction’s Solar Weather Technique has proven
significant power in forecasting extreme events around the world many months ahead with 85% success rate”/

Time to Choose
Delegates and guests to this summit must
choose if they want to continue with politically
driven failed science which has become a
grave and dangerous new religion and burden
to world development; or support evidencebased science and public policy, Climate
Realism and apply advancing solar-based
science of long range Weather Extreme
Forecasting And Defence (WEXFAD), to
support their own people and others who suffer
from predictable extreme weather events.

Homes & businesses in Duncan, British Columbia are flooded after
the banks of local rivers overflowed. Nov. 20, 2009 after preceding
rain in WeatherAction’s World TOP SWIP 17-19 Nov.

The theory of man-made CO2 driven Global
Warming has hit an iceberg of failure and
revelations of falsification and cover-up and its credibility now lies blown
to smithereens. It is time now for honest green campaigners to get off the
Titanic of Climate Change hype while they can, and stand tall themselves to
preserve bio-diversity, rain-forests and defend nature's hosts of treasures for
their own sake.
If honest greens do not jump ship now they and what they thought they
stood for will get dragged down by the gathering world wave of revulsion
against everything seen as green, as self-serving ‘science’, as state handouts
to environmental scams and all things dear to the chattering classes.
Support evidence-based Science and Public Policy!
No to any DEAL in Copenhagen!
Information

www.weatheraction.com for full forecasts of Britain/Ireland /Europe & extreme
events around the world - http://www.weatheraction.com/member.asp and
videos & presentations at Weather Action’s Conference - Climate Change,
The Solar Weather Technique & the Future of Forecasting held in Imperial
College London Oct 28th 2009.

58,000 were made
homeless in Sri Lanka by
floods from storms
specifically forecast by
WeatherAction for Sri
Lanka 17th-19th Nov 2009

Russia TV debate on ClimateGate:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anHuOAXIl0M and
http://www.climatedepot.com/a/4077/UK-ScientistCase-for-climate-fears-is-blown-to-smithereenswholetheory-should-be-destroyed-and-discarded-and-UNconference-should-be-closed

ClimateGate Revelation File
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cu_ok37HDu
E&feature=player_embedded

WeatherAction’s predicted TOP SWIP
- Solar Weather Impact Period – 17th19th Nov - Report on Extreme weather
events on all continents. 5 of the 6 extreme
events or developments WeatherAction
specifically forecast in that narrow period
predicted 100 days ahead were confirmed.
http://www.weatheraction.com/displayarticle.asp?a=111&c=1

China pic http://english.sina.com/china/2009/1118/286538.html

17 Nov 09 Murwillumbah hailstorm & thunder Queensland /NSW Australia
from storms specifically forecast by WeatherAction for Queensland in this period:
http://australiasevereweather.com/photography/photos/2009/1117mb34.jpg

Video http://english.cctv.com/program/chinatoday/20091113/101497.shtml

World Cooling: World cooling has set-in warns astrophysicist - BBC & 'Global Warming apologists' challenged to end 'cover-up' by Piers Corbyn =
http://climaterealists.com/index.php?id=3307&linkbox=true and
VIDEO WeatherAction World Climate Forecast for next 100 years = http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VakA4-qAuWE

